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Abstract: Internal radiation was investigated using the finite volume method for the heat exchanger
method (HEM) growth of oxide crystals. Special attention was devoted to the temperature and
thermal stress distributions in the bottom region of the grown crystal at the end of the solidification
process. The numerical results show that internal radiation strongly strengthens heat transport
through the crystal. However, it causes isotherms to intensively concentrate in the crystal bottom
region, leading to a significant increase in the temperature gradient and thermal stress in this region.
Then, the effect of absorption coefficient on this phenomenon was numerically investigated. It was
found that the radiation heat transfer rate at the bottom surface of the crystal monotonically decreases
as the absorption coefficient is increased, while the conduction heat transfer rate first increases and
then decreases as the absorption coefficient is increased, under the interaction between internal
radiation and heat conduction. The variations of the maximum temperature gradient and thermal
stress in the crystal bottom show the same tendency as the conduction heat transfer rate. This study
indicates that the role of internal radiation on the heat transfer and thermal stress in oxide crystal by
HEM process shows some differences from that by Czochralski and Kyropoulos processes.
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1. Introduction

Oxide single crystals, such as sapphire, gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG), yttrium aluminum
garnet (YAG), and bismuth germanate (BGO), are widely utilized for manufacturing substrates,
laser and various optical devices for science research and industry. Generally, oxide crystals are
semitransparent to some extent to infrared heat radiation and work as participating medium in the
growth systems. Radiation absorption and emission in participating crystals, known as internal
radiation, significantly influences heat transfer in the crystal and melt. It is experimentally well-known
that internal radiation leads to a deeply convex melt-crystal interface shape toward the melt in
Czochralski (Cz) oxide crystal growth process [1,2]. Comprehensive understanding and accurate
control of heat transfer in the crystal growth furnaces are essential to produce high-quality oxide single
crystals, while internal radiation remains a major challenging issue. Considering the fact that the
time-consuming and expensive experiments can only collect few required information in the high
temperature environment due to the high melting point of the oxide crystals, numerical simulation
is definitely an effective tool to accurately predict internal radiation heat transfer in the oxide crystal
growth furnaces.

Research efforts in internal radiation in oxide crystal and melt are intense and ongoing. However,
most of the numerical studies in the literature were devoted to Cz [3–11] and Kyropoulos (Ky) [11–15]
processes, which are not referenced in detail here. Directional solidification (DS) techniques, such
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as heat exchanger method (HEM), gradient solidification method (GSM) and vertical Bridgman
(VB) method, are also widely used to produce oxide single crystals. Internal radiation in numerical
investigations of heat transfer in the DS-like systems is typically ignored [16,17], or approximated as
an artificially enhanced thermal conductivity [18,19]. In some other studies, internal radiation was
dealt with by P1-approximation [20–22] or treated as a surface phenomenon [23,24] assuming that the
oxide crystal is totally transparent and internal radiation only acts between surfaces. Some researchers
took into account internal radiation rigorously in their simulations [25–31]. For instance, Brandon and
Derby [25,26] performed the first modeling of internal radiation heat transfer in oxide crystal by VB
process using a rigorous finite element method and found that the absorption coefficient significantly
affects the position and curvature of the melt-crystal interface. Xiong et al. [27] accounted for internal
radiation by the discrete exchange factor method in their numerical investigation of a modified HEM
crystal growth process. Ma and Wu et al. [28–30] established global heater transfer model, taking into
account internal radiation by the finite volume method (FVM), for sapphire crystal growth by HEM and
investigated the effects of crucible cover and crucible location on heat transfer during the solidification
process. Miyagawa et al. [31] performed numerical simulations, considering internal radiation by
a combination of ray tracing and discrete ordinate (DO) approach, for the seeding interface shapes
during the VB process for sapphire crystal. Most of the above referenced numerical studies mainly
focused on the effect of internal radiation on the melt-crystal interface and melt convection during the
oxide crystal growth process by the DS-like techniques. The bottom surface of semitransparent oxide
crystal directly contacts with the crucible during the solidification process and works as a heat sink in
the DS-like techniques. Internal radiation can cause high temperature gradient and consequent high
thermal stress in the bottom region of oxide crystal. However, thus far, there is no detailed report in
the literature on this phenomenon. Besides, the effect of absorption coefficient on this phenomenon is
still not understood.

The purpose of this study is to clarify the role of internal radiation on heat transfer and thermal
stress in the oxide crystal by the DS-like techniques, taking a HEM furnace as an example. Internal
radiation was modeled with the rigorous FVM. Global steady simulations of heat transfer with and
without internal radiation in the crystal were firstly carried out for the end of the crystal solidification
process. Based on the results of thermal field, thermal stress in the crystal was calculated and analyzed.
Thermal stress is represented by the von Mises stress. Then, calculations were performed for a wide
range of absorption coefficient to examine its effect on heat transfer and thermal stress in the crystal.
Special attention was given to temperature and thermal stress fields in the bottom region of the
oxide crystal.

2. Model Description

HEM is a typical DS-like technique for growing oxide single crystal and is chosen to perform the
numerical simulation in the present study. The schematic diagram of the HEM furnace is given in
Figure 1. The HEM furnace mainly consists of tungsten resistance heater, crucible, radiation shield
and heat exchanger shaft. The dimension of the tungsten crucible is 270 mmI.D × 420 mmH × 20 mmT.
The crucible was supported by the heat exchanger shaft filled with cooling helium flow. The cylindrical
thermal radiation shields are made of a multitude of closely spaced, parallel, highly reflective tungsten
slices, surrounding the heater and crucible to prevent heat loss from the furnace. The furnace is
well sealed with a water-cooled wall and operates in an argon atmosphere with a very low pressure.
Crystal solidification is maintained under a suitable temperature gradient by adjusting the heating
power and the cooling helium flow rate. The height of the grown crystal is 216 mm.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the heat exchanger method (HEM) furnace. 

2.1. Modeling of Global Heat Transfer and Internal Radiation 

In the present study, we mainly focus on the effect of internal radiation on heat transfer and 
thermal stress in the oxide crystal rather than on the melt-crystal interface and melt convection 
during the solidification process. For the sake of analysis and time-saving, global steady heat 
transfer model, taking into account thermal conduction, thermal radiation between solid surfaces, 
and internal radiation in the crystal as well as cooling helium flow in the heat exchanger shaft, was 
carried out for the end of the solidification process when the oxide melt was just completely 
solidified. To compromise between computational accuracy and convenience, the following 
assumptions were made in the current global model: (1) the furnace configuration is axisymmetric; 
(2) the radiative surfaces of all solids are diffuse-gray; (3) oxide crystal is assumed to be a gray 
medium, i.e., the absorption coefficient is independent of wavelength, and the scattering effect is 
ignored; and (4) the helium gas in the heat exchanger shaft is ideal and completely transparent. A 
structured/unstructured combined mesh scheme is applied in our simulations due to the presence of 
the irregular argon domain. The cooling helium flow in the heat exchanger shaft was assumed to be 
laminar as the Reynolds number at the inlet is about 1400. The algorithms for the global modeling of 
heat transfer in a crystal growth furnace have been described in our previous paper [32]. 

The energy conservation equation governing the thermal fields in the solid domains (except 
crystal) is written as: 
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expressed as: 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the heat exchanger method (HEM) furnace.

2.1. Modeling of Global Heat Transfer and Internal Radiation

In the present study, we mainly focus on the effect of internal radiation on heat transfer and
thermal stress in the oxide crystal rather than on the melt-crystal interface and melt convection
during the solidification process. For the sake of analysis and time-saving, global steady heat transfer
model, taking into account thermal conduction, thermal radiation between solid surfaces, and internal
radiation in the crystal as well as cooling helium flow in the heat exchanger shaft, was carried out for
the end of the solidification process when the oxide melt was just completely solidified. To compromise
between computational accuracy and convenience, the following assumptions were made in the
current global model: (1) the furnace configuration is axisymmetric; (2) the radiative surfaces of all
solids are diffuse-gray; (3) oxide crystal is assumed to be a gray medium, i.e., the absorption coefficient
is independent of wavelength, and the scattering effect is ignored; and (4) the helium gas in the heat
exchanger shaft is ideal and completely transparent. A structured/unstructured combined mesh
scheme is applied in our simulations due to the presence of the irregular argon domain. The cooling
helium flow in the heat exchanger shaft was assumed to be laminar as the Reynolds number at the
inlet is about 1400. The algorithms for the global modeling of heat transfer in a crystal growth furnace
have been described in our previous paper [32].

The energy conservation equation governing the thermal fields in the solid domains
(except crystal) is written as:

∇ · (k∇T) +
.
q = 0 (1)

where k is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, and
.
q is the heat source per unit volume in

the heater and equals zero for all other solid components, including crucible, radiation shields, heat
exchanger shaft and chamber wall.

The governing equations for the oxide crystal domain can be expressed in the following forms:

∇ · (k∇T)−∇ ·⇀q rad = 0 (2)

The second term on the right-hand side in Equation (2) is the contribution of internal radiation,
which is modeled by FVM [33]. Along a particular direction

⇀
s , the radiative transfer equation is

expressed as:
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where I is the radiation intensity at position
⇀
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s , a is the absorption coefficient, n′ is

the refractive index, and Ib is the black intensity. Since the radiation intensity is the function of the
location and direction, both spatial and angular domains need to be discretized to numerically solve
the radiative transfer equation. The spatial discretization for radiation calculation in the crystal is the
same as that for the temperature field calculation. The 4π angular domain at any spatial location is
discretized into M = Nθ × Nϕ discrete nonoverlapping solid angles. The polar angle θ and azimuthal
angle ϕ, which are measured with respect to the global Cartesian system, are equally divided into Nθ

and Nϕ parts. In the FVM, the radiative transfer equation is transformed into a set of simultaneous
partial differential equation. The basic assumption of the FVM is that the radiation intensity is constant
within the control volume and over the control angle. Thus, the radiative heat flux

⇀
q rad in Equation (2)

can be written as follows:

⇀
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where Ω is the solid angle, and M is the number of the discrete solid angles. Ray effect is a fundamental
shortcoming of the FVM for radiation calculation. It is a consequence of angular discretization and leads
to unphysical results [34]. Therefore, a high degree angular discretization of M = Nθ × Nϕ = 8× 16
for the 4π angle domain is applied to mitigate the ray effect in this study, which has been proved to be
numerical acceptable in our previous study [35].

2.2. Modeling of Thermal Stress

The displacement-based thermo-elastic stress model [36] was used to analyze the thermal stress
distribution in the oxide crystal. The Von Mises stress is applied to represent the thermal stress and
defined as follows:

σvon =

√
3
2

SijSij (5)

Sij = σij −
1
3

σkkδij (6)

where σvon is the Von Mises stress, Sij is the stress deviator tensor, σij is the stress tensor, and δij is the
Kronecker delta. The governing equation for the stress balance can be written as:

∂σij/∂xj = 0 (7)

The stress–strain relation can be described as:

σij = 2κξij + λδijξkk − (3λ + 2κ)βδij(T − Tm) (8)

where κ and λ are Lame’s constants, β is the thermal expansion coefficient of the sapphire crystal, and
ξij is the strain tensor. Lame’s constants, κ and λ, can be described as follows:

κ =
E

2(1 + ν)
(9)

λ =
νE

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
(10)
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where E is the elastic modulus and ν is Poisson ratio. The geometry equation can be given as:

ξij =
1
2

(
∂Ui
∂xj

+
∂Uj

∂xi

)
(11)

where Ui is the displacement with respect to the direction xi.

2.3. Boundary Conditions

All domains in the furnace are fully coupled in our simulations. Temperature continuity and
heat flux conservation are kept at all interior boundaries between any two different domains. For the
interfaces between the solid components and the gas domains, the thermal boundary condition can be
expressed as:

− kg(∇T)g ·
⇀
n + ks(∇T)s ·

⇀
n +

⇀
q rad ·

⇀
n = 0 (12)

Tg = Ts (13)

where the subscripts g and s represent gas and solid, respectively.
⇀
n is the unit normal vector at the

boundaries.
⇀
q rad is the radiative heat flux at the gas side. For the interface between the crucible and

the crystal, the thermal boundary condition is given as:

− kcry(∇T)cry ·
⇀
n + kcru(∇T)cru ·

⇀
n +

⇀
q rad ·

⇀
n = 0 (14)

Tcry = Tcru (15)

where the subscripts cry and cru represent crystal and crucible, respectively.
⇀
q rad is the radiative heat

flux at the crystal side.
No-slip and non-penetration conditions are applied for all walls in the helium flow domain.

At the inlet of the heat exchanger shaft, the same volume flow rate is fixed for all cases. The inlet
temperature and pressure are set to 300 K and 24 PSI, respectively. All gas variables are extrapolated
from the interior points at the outlet boundary of the helium flow domain. The temperature of the
outer wall of is assumed to be 300 K due to the efficient cooling water in the furnace chamber wall.
For the symmetry axis, the boundary conditions are described as:

un = 0, ∂uτ
∂n = 0, ∂T

∂n = 0 (16)

where u is the velocity. The subscripts τ and n represent tangential and normal directions, respectively.
For a diffuse-gray surface, the boundary condition for radiation intensity I is given as:

I(
⇀
r ,

⇀
s i) = εn′2

σ′Tw
4

π
+

1− ε

π

w

⇀
n ·⇀s <0

I(
⇀
r ,

⇀
s ) ·

∣∣∣⇀n ·⇀s ∣∣∣dΩ (17)

where ε is the surface emissivity, σ′ is the Boltzmann constant, and Tw is the surface temperature.
For the calculation of thermal stress in oxide crystal, the free boundary condition is applied to all

boundaries except the symmetry axis, which can be described as:

⇀
σ ·⇀n = 0 (18)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Grid Independence

In this study, we consider the growth of an oxide crystal whose physical properties similar
to those of sapphire crystal, except for the absorption coefficient, varying in a wide range in the
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numerical simulations. The major thermophysical properties of materials are available from our
previous work [28,30] and are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Thermophysical properties of materials.

Description Value

Density(kg/m3):

crystal 3000
tungsten 19,350

steel 7600

Thermal conductivity (W/(m·K)):

crystal 5.8
tungsten 174

steel 70
helium 0.067 + 3.2 × 10−5 × T − 4.0 × 10−8 × T2

Heat capacity(J/(kg·K)):

crystal 765
tungsten 130
helium 5200

steel 1000

Dynamic viscosity (kg/(m·s)):

helium 5.58 × 10−5

Emissivity:

crystal 0.9
tungsten 0.3

steel 0.2

Other properties:

thermal expansion of crystal (K−1) 5.0 × 10−6

absorption coefficient of crystal (m−1) 0–1900
refractive index of crystal 1.78

elastic modulus of crystal (GPa) 430
poison ratio of crystal 0.28

The crystal domain is meshed with 79 × 112 structured elements in radial and axial directions,
respectively, with refined boundary layers to account for the high spatial resolution at the
crystal-crucible boundary due to the internal radiation effect. The grid independence study has
been conducted using maximum temperature gradient and radiation heat transfer rate (integration
of radiation heat flux along the surface) at the bottom central surface (marked by B in Figure 1) of
the crystal as sensitivity parameters. The results show that the maximum temperature gradient and
radiation heat transfer rate, for the crystal with a absorption coefficient of 19 m−1, was only varied
by relative values of 3.1% and 1.2%, respectively, when the grid were refined to 204 × 292 elements.
Therefore, the gird of 79× 112 elements for the crystal domain is numerically acceptable and is applied
in the present study.

3.2. With and without Internal Radiation

To investigate the effect of internal radiation on heat transfer and thermal stress in the oxide
crystal by HEM process, numerical calculations for the crystal with and without internal radiation
were firstly performed in this section. Here, the absorption coefficient was set to be 19 m−1 for the
case with internal radiation, which is illustrated as “with IR”. The case without internal radiation is
illustrated as “without IR”. Heating power in the heater was automatically iterated to achieve that the
maximum temperature of the crystal is slightly lower (about 0.1 K) than the melting point. Figure 2
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shows the temperature and thermal stress distributions in the crystal at the end of the solidification
process for both cases. Figure 3 presents the heat flux distribution along the bottom surfaces (marked
by B and C in Figure 1) of the crystal for both cases. Generally, heat is transported into the crystal
from the top and side surfaces and out from the bottom surface in a HEM furnace. When internal
radiation is not considered, the crystal is opaque and only heat conduction occurs. The conduction
heat flux along the bottom surfaces is relatively small with a conduction heat transfer rate of 31.6 W
at the surface B. It was found that the isotherms in the crystal present a convex shape with an axial
temperature difference of 232 K, as shown in Figure 2a. When internal radiation is taken into account,
there are two kinds of heat transfer in the crystal: internal radiation and heat conduction. The total
(conduction plus radiation) heat flux is significantly increased with a total heat transfer rate of 335.3 W
at the surface B, which is more than a factor of ten over the case without internal radiation. Besides, the
results also show a ratio of about 2 between the radiation and conduction heat fluxes along the surface
B. This means that internal radiation enhances and dominates heat transport in the oxide crystal,
resulting in a smaller axial temperature difference of 116 K, compared to the crystal without internal
radiation. The isotherms are significantly sparse in the main body and intensively concentrated in the
bottom region of the crystal due to the radiation cooling, as the bottom surface of the crystal works as
a heat sink in the HEM furnace. Besides, the isotherms present a convex–concave shape at the conical
region of the crystal, as shown in Figure 2b. For both cases, high thermal stress is located in the bottom
region of the crystal. However, the maximum thermal stress in the crystal with internal radiation is
much higher than that without internal radiation.
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(b) with internal radiation at the end of the solidification process.
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Figure 3. Heat flux distributions along the bottom surfaces of the crystal without and with
internal radiation.

Temperature and temperature gradient along the centerline of the crystal in Figure 2 are extracted
and presented in Figure 4a. The results show that temperature and temperature gradient vary gently
along the centerline of the crystal without internal radiation. However, the variation of temperature is
mainly located in the relatively narrow bottom region of the crystal, leading to a significant increase
in the temperature gradient in this region with a maximum value of 242.6 K/cm, for the crystal with
internal radiation. This phenomenon can be explained by the following way. In the present steady state
study, the total heat transported into the semitransparent oxide crystal from the top and side surfaces
is equal to that out the crystal from the bottom conical and central surfaces. When the radiation
heat passes through the oxide crystal, part of it will be absorbed and converted into internal energy,
i.e., conduction heat. Thus, that the radiation heat decreases and the conduction heat increases at
the bottom surfaces to maintain the energy conservation, leading to a large temperature gradient in
the bottom region. This argument also explains the observation that the conduction heat flux along
the surface B of the crystal with internal radiation is significantly larger than that without internal
radiation, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4b illustrates the thermal stress along the centerline of the
crystal for both cases. We can find that the thermal stress in the main body of the crystal with internal
radiation is lower than that without internal radiation, due to the smaller temperature gradient in
this region, as shown in Figure 4a. However, it sharply increases in the narrow bottom region to a
maximum value of 274 Mpa, which is more than twice that without internal radiation.
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Figure 4. Temperature, temperature gradient (a); and thermal stress (b) along the centerline of the
crystal in Figure 2.

It is worth noting that the effect of internal radiation in the oxide crystal by HEM shows some
differences from that by Cz and Ky processes. For instance, Tsukada et al. [3,7] pointed out that internal
radiation decreases the temperature gradient in the oxide crystal in a Cz furnace. Fang et al. [15]
stated that internal radiation uniforms the temperature distribution and reduces the stress level in
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the sapphire crystal in a Ky furnace. That is to say, internal radiation does not cause local significant
high temperature gradient and thermal stress in the oxide crystal by Cz and Ky growth processes as it
does in the crystal by HEM process. The reason is that the top surface of an oxide crystal is generally
thought as a transparent surface in the Cz and Ky furnaces and internal radiation heat can directly
pass through it without causing isotherms concentrated near the surface. While the bottom surface
directly contacts with the crucible in the HEM furnace and is treated as an opaque surface in this study.

3.3. Effect of Absorption Coefficient

Internal radiation in semitransparent oxide crystal depends largely on the absorption coefficient.
In this section, numerical calculations were carried out for a wide range of absorption coefficient to
examine its effect on heat transfer and thermal stress in the crystal. Figure 5 shows the temperature
and thermal stress distributions in the crystal with different absorption coefficients. For the case of
a = 0 m−1, the crystal is totally transparent and radiation heat just passes through the crystal without
directly coupling into the temperature field. The isotherms present a similar convex shape as the
crystal without internal radiation, with a much smaller temperature difference due to the strongly
enhanced heat transfer ability. As the absorption coefficient increases, the isotherms are gradually
concentrated in the bottom region of the crystal under the interaction between internal radiation
and heat conduction. Besides, the isotherms gradually change into a convex–concave shape at the
conical region of the crystal. As the absorption coefficient further increases, internal radiation heat
transfer becomes weak and heat conduction gradually governs heat transport through the crystal.
The concentration of isotherms in the bottom region is gradually released and the concave shape along
the conical edge is gradually disappeared. The isotherms become similar to those of the crystal without
internal radiation again. As the absorption coefficient increases, the thermal stress in the central region
of the crystal first decreases and then increases.
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The variations of radiation and conduction heat transfer rates at the surface B with absorption
coefficient are presented in Figure 6. The radiation heat transfer rate monotonically decreases with
the increasing absorption coefficients due to the decreasing ability of internal radiation heat transfer,
while the conduction heat transfer rate first increases and then decreases as the absorption coefficient
increases. The variation of the conduction heat transfer rate as a function of absorption coefficient is
understood in the following manner. When the absorption coefficient is relatively small, the increasing
conduction heat rate is a result of more radiation heat absorbed by the crystal with the increasing
absorption coefficient. As the absorption coefficient further increases, internal radiation strongly
weakens, leading to less radiation heat to be absorbed by the crystal, so that the conduction heat
transfer rate decreases.
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The variations of the maximum temperature gradient and maximum thermal stress at the bottom
of the crystal with the changing absorption coefficient, as shown in Figure 7, present the same tendency
as the conduction heat transfer rate does because the conduction heat transfer rate directly determines
the temperature gradient. However, it is surprising that the peak values of the profiles of the maximum
temperature gradient and maximum thermal stress are located at different absorption coefficients,
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which are 79 m−1 and 10 m−1, respectively. To explain this observation, the local distributions of
the temperature gradient under these two absorption coefficients are compared in Figure 8. It was
found that the temperature gradient under the absorption coefficient of 10 m−1 is larger than that
of 79 m−1 for the most part of the bottom region of the crystal. The maximum thermal stress in the
crystal can be indirectly considered as the accumulation of the thermal displacement under the effect
of the temperature gradient. Therefore, the maximum thermal stress in the crystal under absorption
coefficient of 10 m−1 is larger than that of 79 m−1.
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Although the previous discuss has focused on a HEM furnace, the conclusions in this study are
also applicable to the oxide crystal growth process by other DS-like techniques, such as GSM and VB.
This is based on the facts that the direction of heat transport in the oxide crystal is generally same for
all the different kinds of DS-like processes and the bottom surface of the oxide crystal directly contacts
with the crucible during the solidification process, working as a heat sink in the DS-like techniques.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the effect of internal radiation on heat transfer and thermal stress in an oxide crystal
by HEM process was numerically investigated based on a global heat transfer model. Internal radiation
was incorporated into the global model by the FVM. The results show that internal radiation plays
an important role in the oxide crystal growth. It strongly enhances the heat transport through the
crystal, and reduces the temperature gradient and thermal stress in the central body of the crystal.
However, internal radiation makes isotherms intensively concentrated in the bottom region of the
crystal, leading to a significant increase in temperature gradient and thermal stress in this region due to
the interaction of internal radiation and heat conduction. The absorption coefficient significantly affects
internal radiation and heat conduction heat transfer in the oxide crystal, and consequently influences
the temperature and thermal stress distributions in the crystal. It was found that the radiation heat
transfer rate at the bottom surface of the crystal presents a monotonic decrease as the increasing
absorption coefficient, while the conduction heat transfer rate first increases and then decreases as the
absorption coefficient increases. The variations of the maximum temperature gradient and thermal
stress at the bottom of the crystal with the changing absorption coefficient show the same tendency as
the conduction heat transfer rate. Furthermore, the applicability of these main conclusions to the oxide
crystal growth by other DS-like techniques was also discussed. This investigation indicates that the
effect of internal radiation on the heat transfer and thermal stress in oxide crystal growth by HEM are
different to some extent from that by Cz and KY techniques.
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